§0. Introduction
In this article we determine explicitly the systems of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions with non-trivial K-typQs of the principal series and the generalized principal series representations of Sp(2, R). Then we obtain series expansions and integral formulas of spherical functions of the generalized principal series representation.
We shall define spherical functions. Let G be a real reductive Lie group and K be maximal compact subgroup of G, Po=MoA 0 No be a parabolic subgroup of G. Let H n be an admissible representation of G and (r, Vr), (#, Vri) be irreducible representations of K which is contained in H K . We call elements of Horru( V r , C7(K\G))^ C?(K\G)® K V? = C~,r(K\G/K) spherical functions of type-(#, r), where C™(K\G) is the space of smooth sections of the homogeneous vector bundle over K\G associated to V? and V? is the contragredient representation of VT. Let 0E:Horri( ai K} (Hn, C™(K\G}} and iĤ orrid Vr, HTC\ then </>°i is a spherical function attached to H*. There are many studies on the system of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions for 1-dimensional K-typzs. Moreover they are generalized as the Weyl group invariant commuting differential operators with continuous parameters, which are introduced by generalizing root multiplicities (cf. [DGl] , [DG2] , [HI] , [HO] , [Ko] , [OO] , [Opl] , [Op2] , [Os] , [OS] , [Sh] ). On the other hand, there are few studies for vector-valued spherical functions. Besides, spherical functions are rarely calculated in explicit forms except for rank one cases. Therefore it is interesting to study vector-valued spherical functions of higher rank Lie group explicitly.
Communicated by M. Kashiwara, November 24, 1995 . Revised May 7, 1996 . 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification(s): 33C55 *Graduate school of Mathematical Sciences, University of Tokyo, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan In this article we treat Sp(2, R) as G and the principal series and the generalized principal series representation as H K . We call //7r 0 = Indp (a character of P) the principal series representation and //TTI -Indp/tf) the generalized principal series representation. Here P=MAN is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, Pj = MjAjNj is the Jacobi parabolic subgroup of G and 6 is a tensor product of a discrete series representation of Mj and a character of AjNj.
We give explicit formulas of the systems of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions of HKQ and Hn\. If Hn has the infinitesimal character, its spherical function is the eigenfunction of elements of Z(Q), the center of the universal enveloping algebra f/(g). Z(Q) for G = Sp(2, R} is generated by two elements. One is the Casimir element of order 2, the other is of order 4. It is difficult to calculate the radial part of the latter operator with respect to -KAjftT-decomposition. We avoid the difficulty by using shift operators, which are defined by means of the Schmid operator. Its name comes from the property of shifting the parameter of .ff -types. Moreover, this method is useful for studying the reducibility of the differential equations for Hn\. We choose r, rj from K~-types of minimal dimension in H n , which is 1-or 2-dimensional. We can obtain spherical functions for higher dimensional ^-types from those for minimal dimensional J^-types and shift operators in principle.
We shall give series expansions and integral representations for the solutions of the system of the differential equations of Hm.
The main results of this article are the following.
Theorem 0.1 (Theorem 73). For v = (k, k\ r=(/, l)^K with k=l mod 2, the system of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions (K\G/K} of ff Bo =Ind^<7<8)fl* + '(8)LO is the following. 
Here, (/i, / 2 )^{(m, n)^Z 2 m-n>0} -K represents the irreducible representation of K with the highest weight (/i, / 2 ), whose dimension is l\-h + l. L is the Casimir operator of C/(g) and Df and Ef are shift operators, which shift the parameter of r. The radial parts R(L\ R(D*) and R(E?) are calculated in §5 and 6. Spherical functions are considered as functions of two variables and we take certain special coordinates (xi, #2) for variables.
k+i
2~ and y* = -sh 2 Xi. Let /f7ri = Indp/cr/(E)#/ 1+py ®ljv/), where 0> = (e, Di), £^{±1} and Di is the discrete series representation of SL(2, R) with the Blattner parameter /. Note that Mj^{±I}xSL(2, R).
Then spherical functions of H 7Ll satisfy the reducible system of (0.1) and (0.2) or (0.3) and (0.4). This follows from the minimality of dim rj and dim r among K-types in Hm. Then we have the following. In order to get Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.2, we use the method in [MOl] , where Miyazaki and Oda constructed explicitly the system of differential equations satisfied by Whittaker functions for Hn 0 where G = Sp(2, R). Whittaker functions are elements of Hom/rd/r, C%(N\G)), where (%, C%) is a unitary character of N and C™(N\G} is a smooth sections of homogeneous line bundle over N\G associated to C x . They calculated the radial parts of the Casimir operator and shift operators for the double coset decomposition N\G/K. In our case, we shall calculate the radial parts of the Casimir operator and shift operators for the double coset decomposition K\G/K.
In order to obtain Theorems 0.3 and Theorem 0.4, we use the similar method as in [DGl] and [DG2] . Spherical function of H Jtl are a generalization of the AppelPs hypergeometric functions Fi.
The organization of this article is as follows. In § 1, 2 and 3, we give a brief review of the structure of G = Sp(2, R) and the representations of G and its maximal compact subgroup K. All of lemmas and propositions in § 1, 2 and 3 are found in [MOl] . In § 4, we see the symmetric properties of spherical functions. In § 5, we calculate the radial part of the Casimir operator. In §6, we define shift operators by using Schmid operators. In § 7, we get the system of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions and in § 8, we have series expansions and integral formulas of spherical functions. In §9, we obtain a relation between AppelPs hypergeometric functions Fi and Fz.
The author would like to express deep gratitude to Professor T. Oda for inviting him to this problem. He would like to thank Professor N. Shimeno and Professor H. Ochiai for their advice and valuable discussions. He is also grateful to the referee for showing Lemma 8.12 and the simple proof of Theorem 9.2, which was originally roundabout. § 1. The Structure of Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
The Structure of Sp(2, R)
We will introduce basic notations about G = Sp(2, R) and its Lie algebra g=3»(2, R). Put where h is the identity matrix of degree 2. We choose the basis E-a of g_ a for fif^zJ + by E-a = t E a . We have a nilpotent subalgebra n= ©aej+ga. Then ^c=^+©^-, and we call 2» = {±2A, ±(/?i + /3 2 ), ±2^2} the set of non-compact roots and its subset 2n={2$i, @i + fa, 2 fa} the set of positive non-compact roots.
We define a norm on 2(9, fy) with |/?| = v |ci| 2 + c 2 | 2 for @ = Ci0i + C2i We have decompositions of Xp corresponding to the Iwasawa decomposition.
Here, o Proof. These are the consequences of direct calculations. §2. Representations of K
Irreducible Representations of K
We will recall some basic facts about the representations of K and its complexification K c in this section. We have seen K is isomorphic to U(2) in Section 1, hence we consider the irreducible representations of u(2), which correspond to the irreducible finite dimensional holomorphic representations of u(2) c = 9l(2, C).
We take a basis of gl(2, C) as
Note that above X and X are the images of X and X defined in Lemma 1.1 under the map u. The irreducible finite dimensional holomorphic representations of g((2, C) which determine the representations of GL(2, C) are parametrized by the set of dominant weights For each dominant weight /i = (/i, 4), we set d=h-4^0. Then the dimension of the representation space I/A associated to A is £/ + !. We can choose a basis {vk\Q^k<d} in VA so that the representation n is given by .
( Similarly for #_, we /zave p--F(o,-2) &y
Proof. It is proved by direct calculations. D
We shall give the following realization of one and two dimensional irreducible representations of K as the subspaces of the function space C°°(K) with right regular action.
Here u is defined in section 1.1. Then, and with the right regular action, Cfi^C™ l (M\K) is a realization of (/, K. Here we set
Proof.
For
Then, for each l^Z, fi,o and fi,i above belong to C t Si(M\K) t and Cfi,o@Cfi,i realizes (I, l -l) . n if / is even, i sin 61 
Here we set V(i lt i 2 ) = {0} for /i</2.
(ii) The tensor product V*®$-has the decomposition into irreducible factors as
Here we set V(i lt i 2 ) = {Q} for h<k.
Let Pf , P* ven , and Pt own be projectors from Vi®t) + to the factors V ( i l+ 2,iV « l+ i.i, + » 9 and V (il , l2+2 ), respectively. And let P«* 9 P« ven , and P* own be projectors from Vk®$-to the factors V(i lt i 2 -2), V(zi-i,zz-i), and V r (i 1 -2,z 2 ), respectively. We will write explicit formulas of these projectors below.
We denote ^2 >0) and ^°'~2 ) (k = Q, 1, 2) by ^ and wl (k = Q, 1, 2) respectively.
Lemma 2.6. 5^^ ^+ = (/i + 2, 4), V-= (li, 4 -2). TAe« w^ to scalar, the projector P± p is given by
Lemma 2.7. 5e? ^±=(/i±l, / z ±l). Then up to scalar, the projector P± is given by (vi®w^ = vlf or Q<k<d. We set vt ± = Q for k<-l or k>d~l.
The proofs of the above lemmas are easy. It is enough to find the highest weight vectors in V*®^ corresponding to the factors Vp±, Vy ± , and Vn± respectively. The other steps of the proofs are settled by induction. §3. Principal Series Representations of Sp(2, R)
The Definition of the Principal Series Representations
We will start with the definition of the principal series representation of SP(2, R). Hereafter we consider the radial parts of differential operators which act on C%,r(K\G/K) as scalars in cases of TC = XO or n\.
The Symmetry Condition of Spherical Functions
We have some symmetry conditions of spherical functions from the action of the Weyl group. Thus (ii) and (ii^ are proved. D 
Lemma 4.3 (2-dimensional case). We assume y = (k, k -l), T = (l, / -I) (This means dim F^ = dim F r = 2 and r* = (-/-t-1, -/)). For $ = + <i>oiv3®vr + <i>ioV?®vr + (i>uV?^ we have the following. (i) If k-1 = 0 mod 2, then </>QO(XI, x 2 ) = (f>u(xi, X2)=Q. If k-l = l mod 2, then $oi(xi, X2) = <f>io(xi, X2)=Q.

Jf h
7 -1 A A +1~ f^OoUl, -^2)= -00oUl, ^2), // K-l = l mod 4, then \ , , \ / / \ l^nUi, -X2) = 9i\(xij x 2 ). Jf ^ 1 -Q A A +1. J^OoOtl, -#2)-00o(#l, #2), // R-l = 6 mod 4, then \ . , x . / x l^nUi, -# 2 )= -pnUi,
^(^)®(-r*(F))0(^-exp tH). at t=o
Further, for #,-ea(z'=l, 2) and fl=expUi J fiTi + ^2//2)eA, (Hi(/>)(xi, x 2 ) = <p(exi)(xiHi-4 -X2H2+tHi))=-^ -<f>(xi, #2). Therefore, to get the radial -T part of L, it is necessary to write L in the form 2x, re #(!), For <2^A and Qf^zJ, we put # a =exp or(log fl) and define Using the definition of 77, r^/f as in section 2.1, we can easily have the radial part of L in 1 -dimensional case and 2-dimensional case. 
Proposition 5.2 (i -dimensional case). For rj = (k, k}, r = (l 1 l}^K with k = 1 mod 2 and (j)^C^,r(K\G/ K}, the radial part R(L) of L is given by
R(L} 0(*i, x 2 ) = {L 0 -(k 2 + xi -sh~2 2xi + ch
Proposition 5.3 (2-dimensional case). For r] = (k, k -1), r = (/, / -=/ mod 2 a^rf (/>=(f>oiv3®vr + (f>wV?®vreC™T(K\G/K), the radial part R(L) of L is given by
= [{L Q -sh- 2 Ui + * 2 ) -sh' 2 Ui -X2 ) -((k -1) 2 + ( / -l) 2 )sh- 2 2*i -(k 2 + / 2 )sh- 2 2^2 + 2(k -1)( / -l)ch 2xi • sh~22ĉ h 2^2-sh~22^2}0oi(^i, X2J + ch(*i ~ % 2 ) • sh~2(xi -x 2 ) + [{Lo -sh- 2 Ui -t-X2 ) ~ sh' 2 (^i -^2) -(k 2 + / 2 )sh- 2 -{ch(xi t-#2) • sh~2(^i -i-x 2 ) + ch(xi -x 2 } • sh~2(^i -^2)} 0oiUi,
, Rx^(x)=-J-f^f (x exp tX\ FT is independent of the choice of an orthonormal basis of p. This kind of operator is originally defined in [S].
For -XX#e2(0, 5)) defined in Section 1, is an orthonormal basis of £ for some C>0. Using this basis, we have a decomposition F r = 8C(F? + Fr) with
The Shift Operators
We will construct shift operators from Schmid operators after [MOl] in this subsection. 
. D^-2°DT is a map from C?i,i)(G/K) to C(i t i)(G/K}.
Especially for any 77^ J? and r = (7, /), this is a map from C™ t r(K\G/K} to C", r (-K"\ G/X). By Lemma 2.7, we see that E ± are of the form we have m°^^Hom/f( Vr+, H n^) and for p'G G with the constant C appeared in Definition 6.1. From Proposition 3.2, the multiplicity of r in //^0U is one in both 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional cases, the dimension of spherical functions attached to Hn Q in C%,r(K\G/K) is one. Therefore Dt-2°DT and Et-i°ET act on (t>n Q ,r,i as scalars. To get these scalars, we use the same method as in [MOl] . 
S=t=0
We define an involution i on g®8 by i(Zi®Z^)=Z2®Z\ for Since Z^* are in g<S)g and i-invariant, taking f-i as y r , we have
Thus we have proved the lemma. d Proof. This can be shown in the same way as Lemma 7.1 using the realization of (/, / -I) (Lemma 2.3) and Lemma 2.4. See [MOl] for details. D
From the above lemmas, we have the system of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions of H no .
Theorem 7.3 (l-dimensional case). For 7] = (k,k], r = (lj) with k=l mod2, the system of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions <pĈ
Zr(K\G/K) of Hn 0 is the following.
Theorem 7.4 (2-dimensional case). For i] = (k,k -\)
, r = (/, / -1) with k = I mod 2, the system of differential equations satisfied by spherical functions </><EC% T (K\G/K) of H, t is the following.
Spherical Functions of //TTI
For the case of a generalized principal series representation, the Casimir operator L acts on H 7 n = C 00 -lndp J (aj^)aj l+PJ^) l Nj ) as the infinitesimal character i 2 + (/-l) 2 -5 and so does on <f> ni . T.t^CZ.T(K\Gll£) . On the other hand, for r=(/,/), DT</>TCI,T,I is the spherical function attached to in Hni included in C™,d-2,i-2)(K\G/K\ which must be 0 from Proposition 3.4. Therefore -Dr07n,r,x = 0.
Similarly, for r = (/,/-l), £r^, = 0. Thus we have the following theorems. Remark 7.7. (i) In the case k=l = Q and more than or equal two variables, the system of differential equations in Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 7.5 are defined in [DGl] , [DG2] with more general parameters, which are generalizations of root multiplicities without using the geometry of G/K.
The polynomial solutions of the system (7.1), (7.2) with k=l = Q were given in [DG2] and the general solution of the system of (7.5) and (7.6) with k-l = 0 are obtained in [DGl] .
(ii) In the case k=l = 0, the system of (7.1) and (7.2) are defined as a family of commuting differential operators invariant under the action of fe-type Weyl group in [OO] and the system of (7.5) and (7.6) are defined as the reducible system of that. Those systems have more parameters than the systems defined in
[DG1], [DG2] . §8. Spherical Functions of Hm
Reduction to the Case k=l = Q
In this section, we will find the solutions of the system of differential equations in Theorem 7.5 and Theorem 7.6.
To do this, we use the reduction to the case k = l = 0. The reduction of the Casimir operator in 1-dimensional case was given in [H2] , [Sh] .
We set
Then we have the following propositions.
Proposition 8.1 (1-dimensional case). If 4>^C™, r (K\GllC) is a solution of (7.5) and (7.6), then after the change of variables ; yi= -sh 2 Xi (z = l,2), lf> (xi,X2) = 8(xi,X2',k,l)<f>(xi,X2) satisfies the following system of differential equations equivalent to (7.5), (7.6) in Theorem 7.5. Exchanging x\ and Xz and using Lemma 4.3 (ii), we have
Eliminating <p\Q from (8.4) and the above equation, we have a differential equation of order 2, which is reduced to (8.6) by changing variables. D
Series Expansions and Integral Formulas
From the definition, in the case k< /, <p and ^01 are analytic and have zeros at the origin, and in the case k> /, they are analytic or have poles at yi = y2 = 0 since $ and <^oi are analytic. Nevertheless, we will see that $ and ^01 can not have zeros when k< I and they can not have poles when k<l in Remark 8.5 below. Therefore, there exist no spherical functions attached to Hm in the case k<l and />2, and we have only to find anlytic solutions of (8.1), (8.2) and (8.5), (8.6) in the case k>l.
The analytic solution of (8.1) and (8.2) (see Theorem 8.7) is found in [DGl] in a more general case. We can find the analytic solution of (8.5) and (8.6) in the same way as [DGl Theoreme 4, Theoreme 7] . The key lemmas are the following Lemma 8.4 and Lemma 8.6. In the case B\ = B2, they are shown in [DGl Theoreme 3] 0, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) MI, W2) -7, /3 f + l-/; 2-7, 2-/; Wi, Then, from Lemma 9.1, there exist constants pi, p2, pz, p^C such that 
